A simplified treatment is given of the mechanism of sound production in musical instruments driven by air jets, which is sufficiently explicit that semiquantitative predictions can be made about the effects of certain variables upon the harmonic structure of the sound produced. In particular it is found that the amplitude of the even harmonics, generally, and of the second harmonic, particularly, is quite critically dependent upon the offset of the pipe lip from the symmetry plane of the jet. A completely symmetrical relationship (zero offset) reduces the generated amplitude of the second harmonic by a large factor. Experimental results with an adjustable organ pipe are found to confirm these predictions. The implications of these results for the voicing of organ pipes and recorders and for subtle tonal variation in flute playing are briefly discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The mechanism of sound production by flue pipes, under which heading are included organ flue pipes, recorders (German: Blockfltte), and flutes, is now fairly well understood, x-? not only in its general principles It is the purpose of this paper to outline and justify this simplified approach, to set out its predictions, and to compare these with experimental measurements for several cases of interest. In this way we arrive at a straightforward and semiquantitative understanding of several important features of pipe voicing adjustments and their effect on tone quality.
I. THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES
and is the opening in the player's lips in the case of the flute), travels some distance across the mouth of the pipe, and then interacts with the pipe lip. The acoustic flow out of the pipe mouth associated with the vibration of the pipe air column induces waves on the jet which grow in amplitude as they propagate so that the transverse motion of the jet at the pipe lip is generally comparable with the jet width when the pipe is sounding normally. The jet blowing alternately into and outside the pipe at its lip maintains the pipe oscillation so that steady sound results.
Careful consideration s'• shows that the driving force exerted on the pipe modes by the deflecting jet has terms proportional, respectively, to the volume flow of the jet into the pipe and to the square of this quan- 
